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Rites of Passage in Leonardo Bruni's
Dialogues to Pier Paolo Vergerio
by
Olga Zorzi Pugliese
University of Toronto

The Dialogues ro Pier Paolo Vergerio are a fairly brief, rather unassuming ,
yet much defamed work by Leonardo Bruni (c . 1370- 1444), the Italian humanist from Arezzo who lived most of his life in Florence, the hub of early Renaissance civilization.' Composed of two parts, the second of which is, apparently, a retraction of the first, and dating probably from the years 1401 and
1405-06, respectively, the Dialogues constitute, because of the contradictions
contained in them, a puzzling text that has elicited a variety of interpretations
from critic in the historical as well as the literary field . Although much research has been done in recent times on Bruni, his writings and his times, most
notably by Han Baron,' a fresh reading of the troublesome Dialogues can be
derived, perhaps, by casting on them the light of some basic truths taught by
ocial amhropologi ts. This seems especially applicable now that historians are
making us increasingly aware of the importance of ritual in Renaissance culture, and literary critics are finding ritual patterns in the writings of the period.>
Bruni' text deals with a number of major Renaissance concerns: an optimal
educational program, reminiscent of theories advanced by many humanists;
prai e of the dialogue genre, a literary form that was to be utilized frequently
by authors like Castiglione; and the much-disputed question in the field of
literary criticism a to the relative merits of modern Italian writers-that i ,
the three crowns, Dante, Petrarch and Boccaccio-vis-a-vis the classical tradition . In its discussion of these issues, the work offers a lively picture of the
learned individuals who compo ed the scholarly world of early fifteenth-century
Florence. The most eminent among the characters is Coluccio Salutati (d. 1406),
the author of, among other things, brief epistolary tracts in which he exalts the
srudia humanitaris, especially the verbal arts of the trivium, and praises the
achievements of the rrecentisri, who di stingu ished themselves for their wisdom
and eloquence. Master of a whole generation of humanists, he is generally
recognized as having provided the link in the development of humanism from
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Petrarch to the scholars of the Quattrocento. Ii is this historical role which he
plays in Bruni's Dialogues. Several of Salutati's followers also appear in the
text, namely, Niccolo iccoli (d. 1437), a zealous clas icist; Roberto Ro i,
noted for hi expertise in ancient languages; Piero di ser Mini, a young student';
and, finally, the au thor himself, Bruni , who wa eventually 10 win considerable
fame a a writer for his contribution to the field of historiography. His History
of Florence of 1415-44 has been ha.iled a one of the fir t pieces of modern hi torical writing. 5 Furthermore, on the basis of his active political commitment
as chancellor of Florence from 1427 to 1444, Bruni represents fully the phenomenon of civic humanism.
The Dialogues, Bruni claims in the dedication 10 the educator Vergerio
(d. 1444), 6 are a fa ithful transcription of a debate that took place in Florence
among several scholars, pecifically bet ween the rwo chief interlocutor , Salutati and Niccoli. In th is "disputat ion about disputation" (p. 31), as the author
terms it, Salutati receives a visit from his disciples and, after a period of
ambiguous silence, reproaches them for not cultivating the art of dialogue adequately. He proceeds to deliver a full-Hedged oration in praise of dialogue
whose utility, he stresses, is manifold: it is invaluable in the search for truth, it
sharpens the intellect, it polishes the practitioner's peech and prepares him for
effective relations with his fellowmen . Recalling perhaps a proverb from the
Bible condemning id leness (Proverbs 24: 30- 31 ), Salutati warns hi listeners
not to be like the farmer who ploughs barren woodlands and neglects the richest part of hi s land (p. 22).
In reaction 10 Salutati's scolding and with another example of epideictic
oratory, just as carefully wrought as Salutati's, Niccoli takes up the defense of
the younger genera tion of humani ts. He place the blame for their possible
shortcomings on the "wretched" (pp. 25, 27) times in which they live-an era
characterized by ignorance , cultural confusion, a dearth of books and, on the
other hand, a plethora of modern Aristotelians, who know nought, and of
men of letters, who are ignorant of Latin and Greek and whose snori ng, consequently, is more pleasant than their speech. This diatribe recalls the polemical
stance Petrarch took with regard to the culture of hi day when, in a let1er 10
Boccaccio, he bemoaned the dark ages in which he was born, since men of letters, having lost the book of the ancients, had become like blindmen groping
in the shadows of their errors. 1
Defamatory as it i , Niccoli's peech allows him to delineate, albeit indirectly, a comprehensive program of humanist st udies, in which, a he point
out, all disciplines are connected and must be pursued : philosophy, mother of
all liberal ans, letters, eloquence, dialectic, grammar and rhetoric. Disappointed, however, by the modest attempts made in modern times in each of
these branches of learning, iccoli exalts the ancients who distinguished themelve for their excellence, especially Cicero and Aristotle. At the out et of the
exchange of view , the two di putant a re fully in agreement a to the value of
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Liberal srndies since Salutati too stresse that one must strive for distinction in
every aspect of culrnre.
A first discordant note is sounded in this harmony, though, when Salutati
voices his considerably more optimistic outlook : he i unreservedly confident
in the ability of the moderns to reach the level of culture achieved by the
ancients. For iccoli, instead, their "greatness" (p. 29} could never again be
matched. The true controversy between the two adversaries heats up when
Salutati, although admitting there has been a slight fall in the liberal arts,
tares that it is fruitless to wish for the impossible past and that one must learn
to appreciate what the present has to offer. As proof of the worth of recent culture he cites the example of the three crowns of Florence, writers "who," he
say , "by the consensus of all are exalted 10 the heavens" (p. 34}. This assertion
is refuted by Niccoli as reflecting the opinion of the populace and, echoing
once again Petrarch's arrogant and polemic attitude, this time toward the
popular author of the Divine Comedy, • he breaks out in that negative judgment on Dante that was to gain longlasting notoriety for Bruni's treatise and
wa to taint the reputation of humanists in general. He states: "I shall remove
that poet of yours from the number of the lettered and leave him to wool
workers, bakers, and the 1.ike" (p. 36). However, when the discussion is resumed
the next day, as recorded in the second book of the Dialogues, Niccoli, who
had scandalized hi colleagues, changes his mind and he now says of Dante:
"This man, then, so elegan t, so eloquent, and so learned, I yesterday removed
from the num ber of the lettered so that he should be not with them but above
them" (p. 46}. He goes on to praise Dante, and also Boccaccio and Petrarch,
the latter principally because he had opened the way to the cul tural formation
of subsequent generations, conclud ing that, in actual fact, the triumvirate was
to be rightly judged at least equal and probably even superior to the ancients. 9
As might be expected , cri ticism on the Dialogues has concentrated precisely
on this perplexing retraction by the main speaker and on the relation between
the two books that comprise the work. Since in the te1tt itself the characters
insist on the "stratagem" and "dissi mulation" (pp. 42- 44} used by Niccoli, and
since iccoli him elf admits he had condemned Dante simply in order to provoke a reaction in Salutati who, he e1tpected, would have defended the poet
with all the force of his eloquence, interpreters have often sought to explain
Niccoli's recanting as a simple recourse to rhetorical techniques. The most
obvious literary precedent wou ld be the Ciceronian one in which a polemical
pose is feigned at first and then negated by the same character. 10 This rhetorical solution to the contradictions in the te1tt - a reading advanced quite
staunchly by Jerrold E. Seigel 1 1 - is not lacking in foundation if we recall that
Salutati himself points out the ambiguity inherent in Niccoli's derogatory comment : by attacking present times which have seen the death of eloquence,
Niccoli in fact offers proof, th rough hi carefully designed invective, that the
an of oratory i alive and well.
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On the basis of his rhetorical interpretation, Seigel is able to maintain that
a basic structural unity links the two books of the Dialogues. According to
other exegetes, the arguing for and against the three crowns, first undermining
then glorifying their merit, has instead ideological significance in that it reveals
the so-called indecisiveness, wavering and bipolarity of humanism. 12 On the
other hand, Hans Baron," one of the major Bruni scholars, well-known for
his thesis on the rise of civic humanism in early fifteenth-century Florence, has
detected an evolution of thought that took place in the interval of time between the composition of the first and second books. He attributes the development in Bruni to the historical events culminating in the victory of the
Florentines over the Milanese in 1402-an event that, according to Baron,
heightened the civic sense and patriotism of the Florentines. These sentiments
are reflected explicitly in the latter part of Bruni's work . Consequently, the econd point of view expressed by iccoli is significant not because it indicates
one of the poles of humanist ambivalence but because it shows that the early
position has been rejected, or at least modified, and that a new compromising
vision has been formulated which allows for the reconciling of Niccoli' more
extreme version of Petrarchan classicism with Salutati's promotion of vernacular culture or trecentismo. In this way, as Eugenio Garin states, a new equilibrium replaces the earlier antitheses."
This depiction of Niccoli's conversion, however, does not correspond to
the historical personage whose contrary nature and contemptuous attitude
were familiar to those contemporaries who had dealings and subsequently
polemized with him, including Bruni who was 10 break off relations with Niccoli
at a later date. " Why, then, critics have asked, does Bruni distort the historical facts? In spite of bis convincing theory of the two di tinct moments of
composition and of a progression in the author's thought, Baron too claims
that Niccoli's transformation in the latter part of the Dialogues is a device that
allows the author to unite the two parts of his work. 1 '
This is not a completely satisfactory explanation, however, if one believes
that the palinode, the basic structure of the work, must have a meaning within
the text itself. Niccoli's turnabout is perhaps not simply a rhetorical game
played out by the main character or a mere literary expedient devised by the
author. Rather it may be the expression of a fundamental human experiencean archetypal experience of transition that i inevitably accompanied by sacred
rituals. Even if the trajectory of human experience traced in the iex1 doe not
mirror the unrepentant iccoli of history, it would seem that the author is projecting on his character a logical evolution that will culminate in the exaltation
of a renewed and more widely encompassing form of humanist culture.
Briefly, he portrays iccoli as an initiand in the intellectual field .
Coming now to a more detailed analysis of the text of the Dialogues, let us
single out those elements that suggest the special quality of this experience of
initiation into humanist studies. First of all, the framework of the lreatise,
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which has not received ufficient attention, proves 10 be, at close observation,
richly evocative of symbols of sacredness. The frame is used by Bruni first to
de cribe the selling for the conversations. He begins in the dedicatory Introduction with praise of the city which is flourishing with human culture, where
the seeds of liberal arts grow, and from which the light of culture is to shine.
This paean to Florence, Bruni's adopted patria, is based on a contrast wilh
other less perfect locales, especially the one now inhabited by the addressee
Vergerio who, Bruni lament , has returned 10 Padua and abandoned Florence.
Insisting on Vergerio's absence (p. 20) and on the fact that his ex-colleagues
who have remained in Florence miss him a great deal , the author suggest that
Vergerio is indeed in exile and that he has been excluded from a place of privilege, a veritable intellectual paradise.
This celebration of Florence as the ideal habitat for man intensifie at the
beginning of Book II (perhaps for the historical reasons adduced by Baron)
when Bruni quotes another of his works, the Panegyric to the City of Florence
that he had compo ed in the meantime (in 1403-04), and in which he similarly
compares the city to her counterparts of antiquity, only to conclude that
Florence outshines them all. Strategically located at the umbilical cen ter of the
region and described a a true Eden for her natural beauties, Florence can also
boast of having perfectly harmonious systems of politics and justice. 17 In the
Dialogues the specific backdrop for the characters as they engage in their di cussions changes, however, from the first to the second book. Ia the first, the
elite company arrives at Salutati's house and this dwelling acquires an almost
sanctified atmo phere when the disciples enter, are seated and, after exchanging lhe usual small talk, they keep what is in essence a reverential silence in the
presence of their mentor, to whom they att ribute almost divine qualities. If
Salutati's home cannot be designated a true temple, it may be filling to recall
the description Garin gives of it when, on the basis of comments made by the
author's contemporaries, he calls it "un sacrario di stud i" (a sanctuary of
tu die ). 18
The company of scholars, grown slightly in number, moves the next day
aero the Arno to the villa owned by Roberto. Here they admire the fine
garden for a few moments before resuming their discussions. Significantly,
iccoli pronounce hi recantation in the portico of Roberto's "realm" (p. 43),
in a natural selling, that is, which may recall man's complete self-realization in
the earth ly paradise. Again , the preparations for the talk indicate formality
and tylization : the di ciples stand in a circle around their teacher, who is
seated and rapt in himself for a short time. Then, following Bruni's orders,
they si t down , in a manner that suggests the performance of a ritual.
Through thi s change of selling the author presents his characters dynam ically as they walk from one area of Florence to another: from the center of
town they move centrifugally toward the suburban villa and then at the end of
the treatise they proceed again toward the center. In granting his characters
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thi freedom of movement , Bruni expresses hi civic pride in Florence and its
urrounding territory and he also exhibits hi more accommodating and openminded attitude toward cultural values. He doe not confine the interlocutors
10 an elitist contemplative retreat, as the traditional structure of dialogic treatises might have demanded 19 ; rather, in this work that truly stresses dialogue,
not dogma , he widen the spatial and intellectual horizons enjoyed by his
per onages.
At both ends of the path or radius these individual move along, at both
the center (Salutati's house in Florence) and the circumference (Roberto's
villa), figuratively speaking, there is evidence of ritualizing and paradisiacal
sacredness. Even more transparent is the symboli m evoked by the references
to the time in which the dialogues take place, namely when "the feast days for
Chri t's Resurrection were being celebrated" (p. 20). This periphrastic but
nevertheles clear reference to Easter is not likely to have been a casual one. In
all probability it has the value of a "hierophany" -that is, according to the
terminology of the anthropologist Mircea Eliade, it manife t the sacred 2°: the
mention of Easter recalls of necessity the Biblical accounts of the pas age from
ervitude to liberty (Exodu 14), of the Lord' passi ng over the houses of the
Israelites (Exodus 12), or, in Christian terms , of the Passion and Resurrection
of Christ and the liberation from sin as told in the Go pel . 21 Through the
reference to this important feast in the liturgical calendar, a sense of recurrence, of ritual and myth is created, since at Easter tho e Biblical events are
reactualized . The essential typology is alway the ame: a transition from evil
to good, a rebirth after death, a celebration after fasting, all taking place, of
course, in conjunction with pringtime in the natural cycle of the seasons.
An important role in the Biblical passover is played by the barrier of water
that has to be overcome: the Red Sea during the Exodus (Exodus 14: 15) and
the river Jordan (Joshua 3: 16) to be forded, by means of the miraculou parting of the waters, before the exodus from the desert and the arrival in the
Promised Land can be effected. A similar passageway occurs in the Dialogues.
In the ontological landscape created in Bruni' text we find the river Arno and
it i crossed three ti mes: once in the first book when, in a sort of flashback ,
Salutati relates that as a young student he u ed to go to visit hi mentor Luigi
Marsili (d . 1394) across the Arno and, on the way, he would reflect on the topic
to be discussed with hi s master. This is how he de cribes his trip: "I had made
the river [Arno] a sort of mark, so that from the time I cro ed it until I reached
hi house, I occupied myself with the topics I proposed to talk about with him"
(p. 23) [italics mine] . This reference to the Arno as a mental mark (a" ignum
et monumentum"" in the Latin original) reveal , indeed, the profound significance of this landscape. It goes far beyond the purely topographical and almost
tourist-like intere t Bruni shows in the Arno in the Panegyric, where the river
is listed si mply as one of the beauties of Florentine scenery whose bridges provide a practical linking of the two banks.
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Salutati's more meaningful passing over the river is reactualized when in
Book II the whole group cros es the Arno 10 get to Roberto's villa where
iccoli will pronounce his retraction. Clearly the division of the city caused by
the river (and the division of the work marked by a blank pace) highlight a
break or change, an interruption in continuity. The river in Bruni's text does
not become a symbol for the flux of time or a symbol of life; nor is it restricted
to being an image for verbal eloquence, although such an analogy is made by
Bruni in connection with Cicero and with Dante (pp. 26, 45). It is not the
aqueous conten t of the river that is stressed but the body of water a a line of
demarcation . Nevertheles , the river in Bruni may relate to the symbolism of
purification generally a sociated with water, often in connection with the baptism of Christ in the Jordan (Matthew 3:5)." Another features strikes the
reader: Bruni's Amo contains no creatures or sou ls and, instead of providing
access to infernal or paradisiacal worlds in an ecclesiastical sense, 2• it leads to
the world of culture as it is being propounded by the author. As a result, what
we have here is basically an exodu from a world of error, namely an exaggerated form of literal classicism, and entry into a more balanced cultural domain.
According to some anthropologists and psychologists, crossing a river is an
archetypal act of tran ition." This transition can be represented equally well
by movement across a doorway similar to the one Machiavelli traverses when,
as he narrates in his letter to Vettori, 26 he executes rituals of purification,
removing his daily mudridden clothi ng and donning regal and courtly robes
uitable for entering the ancient courts of ancient men. There is also the limen
or threshold the ancients them selves have to step over when they come to converse with Petrarch in his modest study in Vaucluse or the boundary on which
the poet finds himself and from which he can view the sleepy present and the
brighter times of the future." These sym bolic frontiers serve the purpose,
explains Eliade, of separating the profane world from the sacred world. 21
Interestingly enough, it i from th i category of symbols that Renaissance
writers often draw when they wish to exalt the world of humanism; it is a kind
of topos 29 that points to a feature of humanism that has been singled out by
the con tempora ry philo opher Georges Gusdorf, namely that the sacredness of
ecclesiastical th ings, typical of an earlier age, gives way, in the early Renaissance, to the sacredness of culture. 30
Bruni's particular brand of river symbolism might appear to have been
inspired by the Dantesque model since Dante, on his Eastertime journey,
pas e over "un bel fiumicello" (Inferno JV , 108) en route to the "nobile castello" (v. 106) where he is welcomed by a circle of the "spiri ti magni" (v. 119).
Yet there is a ba ic difference between the two texts: whereas Dante's visit to
the world of the ancient pagans is a temporary stopover, and will be superseded by a literal passage to the heavenly spheres, the transit made by Bruni's
protagonist brings him to his ultimate goal of cultural self-fulfillment.
In the very last words of his work, Bruni refers to the Amo for the third
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time when he relates that the group left the villa and was accompanied by
Roberto "as far as the Ponte Vecchio" (p. 52). Bruni thus closes his work with
a stress on the dividing river. Yet now the divisiveness has been overcome and
here Bruni speaks of the "ponte" (bridge) rather than the body of water itself,
probably to underline the bridging or harmonious reconciliation that has been
accomplished.
From these observations one can deduce that Bruni's text depicts fundamentally an archetypal situation, the experience of initiation, indeed a true rite
of passage, as it was studied earlier this century by Arnold van Gennep.l ' According to this social anthropologist, human life is made up of a series of
transitions, all following a basic pattern. This philosophical concept is shared
by more recent theorists like Eliade who writes:
when brought to birth, man is not yet completed;
... he becomes complete man by passing from an
imperfect, embryonic state to a perfect adult state.
In a word, it may be said that human existence
attains completion through a series of 'passage
rites,' in short, by successive initiations. 32
According to van Gennep and his followers right up to Victor W. Turner, u
the basic modalities of this transition are arranged in a tripartite diachronic
pattern. Passages (including the feasts of Easter and Passover) consist of a first
phase of separation (the preliminal stage) in which the novice dies to the profane; in the second or liminal phase the transition takes place th rough the
crossing of a limen or a river, for example, and the th ird or last stage brings
about incorporation or aggregation through communal rites, whereby the individual is accepted by the community.
Thi theory of the rites of passage helps elucidate Bruni' text which,
clearly, insists just as much on the change that occurs in iccoli as on the specific opinions he voices. In the first stage iccoli is an outcast since he repudiates the opinions of what he calls "the multitude" (p. 34) bu t, before being able
to go beyond this phase of detachment, or to elevate his status, he must
undergo a form of degradation. In fact he is treated like an ingenuous neophyte when on the second day Salutati remarks that even a "clumsy" (p. 42)
person would be able to refute his assertions. The rites of self-mortification he
enacts correspond to the anthropological pattern: the aberrant Niccoli attempts
to overturn the normal order of things making pronouncements that are radically polemic, "at variance" (p. 52) with those of the rest of the group. He
admits openly that by criticizing the three writers he must "fear the attacks of
the whole people" (p. 36). Yet, like all liminal personae, he not only invite
danger but he himself is a menace to the order prevailing within the humanist
establishment .
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Niccoli' actual transmon occurs during the interval between the two
books, as Roberto explains al the end with the tatement: "The night has
returned you 10 us, Niccolo, for the sort of thing you were saying yesterday
was clearly at variance with our company" (p. 52). Thi declaration can be
compared, as many critics advi e, 10 a similar phrase in Cicero's De Orarore
referring to Antonius's conversion during the night 10 a belief in the value of
studying rhe1oric; but, it migh1 also fit the paradigm of the Christian Easter in
which the passage from fasting to the celebra1ion of 1he Eucharis1 1akes place
at daybreak afler the night-long vigil. The reminiscences are, then, not necessarily rhe1orical ones; they may very well be acred ones.
Before he can be accepted by the learned community, however, iccoli
mu t in a certain sense jus1ify himself. In these circum tance he has recourse
to 1he face-saving artifice of rhe1oric-a pretext tha1 is generously accep1ed by
Salu1a1i whose kind and discreet words migh1 conceivably veil an underlying
reproach. Niccoli also use the Ciceronian excuse of dissociation when, 10
excu lpate himself he tates that the day before he had expres ed not hi own
true opinions, but those of other , whom he term "silly fools" (p. 50) . At
this point the character Bruni, who at the beginning was introduced as a friend
and equal of iccoli, but who has been acting as a judge albeit a neutral one,
in this latter capacity pronounces his entence: Niccoli who has accused the
triumvirate must now be thei r defender. In this court-like situation iccoli
becomes a criminal who must be puni hed and also a sick man who must be
healed, for Salutati lauds the "remedy" Bruni has prescribed, an antidote 1ha1
will clean e "opposite with opposites" (p. 43). Accepting the "decree" (p. 43)
and carrying out the punishment with his encomium of the triad, Niccoli can
finally proceed to the communal status. The tension of the drama is now defused
and the group i pervaded by a sense of relief that Salutali expresses when he
exhorts that "the doors .. . be opened, for we can now go forth without fear
of calumny" (p. 52)-14 After Niccoli's palinode, Piero, the last to join the company and the supreme judge of the case, absolves him and prai e the great
oratorical ability of the former rebel who now submissively and humbly
accepts 1he words of commendation. As Baron has ob erved, iccoli must
gain pardon from the whole party."
Through this elaborate ritual a new cu lture is propo ed that will keep its
ties with the Trecento tradition as well . In this connection the repeated citing
of masters of the past and present is of signal importance. Salutati and Niccoli
were in.spired, they admit, by Marsili; Niccoli remembers his Greek profe sor
Chry oloras, and the whole circle, including Bruni, exhibits its deference
towards Salutati. Niccoli who had tried centrifugally to detach him elf from
this strong center of influence is made to reenter the hierarchical cheme. The
dialectic of "structure and anti-structure," as Turner defines the ocial process,
i controlled again . Yet, if order is re-e tablished, it is probably only temporary . Bruni's work is, in fact , open-ended since the character peak of meeting
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on the rollowing day. Moreover, as already shown, dynamic movement i
allowed for in the setting, and the questioning or values is part and parcel or
the ongoing debate.
For the moment, though, iccoli' pa sage from expulsi on to reincorporation in the company or humanist will be accomplished at a dinner to be "celebrated with a convivial discussion" (p. 52) scheduled to take place the next day.
The invitation to dinner is made by Roberto but, because or hierarchical law, it
is filtered to the others through Salutati, who thu pre erves hi s role as leader
or the collectivity. Some acred overtones are evident in this last pan of the
framework too as Salutati asks Roberto to prepare "a twofold banquet" (p. 52}.
What is being celebrated here, as indicated by means of this traditional food
image (used elsewhere in the text too [p. 27) to de cribe Cicero's sweetness} is
not a spiritual rebirth, but more properly an intellectual purification. A human
mind not sou l has been saved. The climax of the event will take place at the
communal meal of re urrection. This rite will have the function of e tablishing
stronger links between the participants and it i , of cour e, in perfect unison
with the Paschal season evoked in the text .
According to this analysis, then , Bruni's Dialogues portray an initiation
rite of pa age 10 be carried out in three days , each one correspond ing to a
fundamental phase of the experience. The initiand enact his rites of contrariness and mortification and , cro sing a liminal river at Eastertime, he redeems
himself by carrying out the sentence and ultimately he wins acceptance at the
communal supper. This reading is in line with the interpretations of the Dialogues offered by Baron and Garin, both of whom have stressed that the basic
structure of the work is one of progression . Past interpreters have argued correctly, moreover , that Bruni's proposal for a renewed form of humanist culture is linked to the author's own situation at the time . 36 Baron, for example,
notes that the two parts of the treatise mark the evolution of Bruni as he passes
from being a "junior member and mere observer" to becoming an equal member with full rights in Salutati' intellectual society.l' An approximately thirtyyear-old student of ancient letters, Bruni wa beginning 10 emerge as a scholar
in his own right. At the time he composed the Dialogues he was tran lating
classical works, and in 1405 he embarked on his first career as Secretary in the
Papal Curia. Therefore, it is possible that the author or the Dialogues, as he
reache a turning point in his own life, reveals in his composition an acute
awareness of passages and translation .
Bruni' mature thought is generally characterized by a tendency toward
syncret ism and reconciliation of differences. In an introductory letter to hi
tran lation of Aristotle's Politics (1438), as an illu tration , Bruni states that the
moral ideas expressed by both Chri tian and pagan philosophers are essentially
the same. 11 A simi lar attitude prevails in his political ideology as well. He
believes that factional truggles are inevicable but that they mu t be resolved
internally, withou t the intervention or external arbiter and without resorting
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to the expul ion of the city's enemies. 39 In 1he text of the Dialogues the pronouncements, or lack thereof, on the part of the judge.s confirm this point:
Rossi reserves judgment in Book I and Piero offers the final absolution in
Book 11 , but it is the adjudicator Bruni who decides upon an internal solution
when he has Niccoli redress himself in order to bring about harmony in the
community .
Concerned as previous critics have been, though, with identifying the rhetorical models Bruni may have utilized or, in Baron's case, with establishing
the chronology of the works and measuring the influence of political events on
t hem , ome of 1he allusive particulars of the Dialogues have been overlooked.
What the analysis presented here is intended to add is a deeper appreciation of
the imagery and symbolism which serve to establish an unsuspected unity for
the 1ext. The sacred nuances found repeatedly in the description of the time
and place of the debate and in the port rayal of the characters suggest that it is
no1 an anomalous and disjunctive work but one that has inner coherence and
necessi ty. Furthermore, Bruni presents his cultural program through a precise
anthropological st ructure- the archetypal one of liminality- by examining the
experience of a specific individual as he moves in sequential order through the
various ritual phases of his pas age from one form of culture to another and as
he attempts to fuse novelty with tradition. Thus Bruni's Dialogues prove
indeed 10 be man-centered, as humanism in general purported to be, and they
lend concrete proof to the affirmation, made by Charles Trinkaus , that the
ideas of the humanists constitute the basis of the first modern di cussion on
man and of modern anthropological thought.' 0
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